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This box of 20 individual peel and stick luggage labels are suitable for scrapbooking, decoupage,

gift wrapping and, of course the adornment of old trunks and luggage. Despite their relatively brief

history, airlines have produced some of the most pleasing of all luggage labels. Their designs are

bold, with a modern sensibility. We have selected for beauty, rarity, and variety, and include labels

from the airlines Garuda, Scadta, Ethiopian, Jersey, Lot Roumanian and Cubana, as well as labels

from larger and more familiar carriers such as B.O.A.C. and Lufthansa.
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This box of 20 individual peel and stick luggage labels are suitable for scrapbooking, decoupage,

gift wrapping and, of course the adornment of old trunks and luggage. Despite their relatively brief

history, airlines have produced some of the most pleasing of all luggage labels. Their designs are

bold, with a modern sensibility. We have selected for beauty, rarity, and variety, and include labels

from the airlines Garuda, Scadta, Ethiopian, Jersey, Lot Roumanian and Cubana, as well as labels

from larger and more familiar carriers such as B.O.A.C. and Lufthansa.

Laughing Elephant houses one of the world's finest book and ephemera collections focusing on

children's and juvenile art.



I'm a professional photographer and I bought these stickers to decorate some vintage luggage for

props for HS Senior photography and for use with models. Perfect, almost, the glue is relatively

weak and so I've had to apply craft glue, but for $9 how can you go wrong. Anyway, they look

perfect, the kids love em and I've used the suitcase in a vintage pinup shoot and the model with the

suitcases are published.From the perspective of a photographer and the use as part of a prop they

complete the images perfectly, actually, the "luggage" pose are one of the most popular poses by

HS Seniors.

The stickers look nice, BUT the sticker quality is very basic. These are not durable vinyl/shiny

stickers you'd see on most suitcases, meaning the type that can withstand scratches or moisture.

These are basically sticker cutouts that were made from a home printer that tear and fade with the

slightest abuse. In a nutshell, they'll look nice on your first travel, but after that they're a torn or

smeared shard of paper sticking to your luggage.

Bought the stickers for my wife to apply to her antique luggage. Very nice, good material. Came

packed individualy in plastic, arriving in a sharp gift box. Consider this next time your gift shopping

for a person that has everything but loves nastalgic idems.

good product!

These are great!

These labels arrived in a nice box. The labels were clear and not distorted.

Great variety. Used to redecorate a dresser into an aviation theme. Overlapped several stickers

randomly on each drawer. Looks great! Fun stickers! Would look cool on an old suitcase or trunk.

Bought these for someone else, they stated they were nice and just what they were looking for...

stickers for an old trunk.
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